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in fighting and writing luise white brings the force of her historical insight to bear on
the many war memoirs published by white soldiers who fought for rhodesia during
the 1964 1979 zimbabwean liberation struggle in the memoirs of white soldiers
fighting to defend white minority rule in africa long after other countries were
independent white finds a robust and contentious conversation about race difference
and the war itself these are writings by men who were ambivalent conscripts
generally aware of the futility of their fight not brutal pawns flawlessly executing
the orders and parroting the rhetoric of a racist regime moreover most of these men
insisted that the most important aspects of fighting a guerrilla war tracking and
hunting knowledge of the land and of the ways of african society were learned from
black playmates in idealized rural childhoods in these memoirs african guerrillas
never lost their association with the wild even as white soldiers boasted of bringing
africans into the intimate spaces of regiment and regime exploring thirty years of
work by the centre for performance research cpr a performance cosmology explores
the future challenges of performance and theatre through a diverse and fascinating
series of interviews testimonies and perspectives from leading international theatre
practitioners and academics contributors include philip auslander rustom bharucha tim
etchells jane goodall guillermo gomez pena jon mckenzie claire macdonald susan
melrose alphonso lingis richard schechner rebecca schneider edward scheer and
freddie rokem a performance cosmology is structured as a travelogue through a
matrix of strategic imaginary interdisciplinary field stations this innovative
framework enables readings which disrupt linearity and afford different forms of
thematic engagement the resulting volume opens entirely new vistas on the old new
and as yet unimagined worlds of performance a case based guide with expert
commentary challenging concepts in critical care shows how the experts approach
and deal with real life clinical scenarios each chapter presents a clinically challenging
case complete with a case history evidence based tips and up to date learning points to
give further insight into the field each chapter has commentary from an expert who
identifies and explains the key points and controversies of the case practical yet rich
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in detail challenging concepts in critical care is a key title for anyone preparing for
intensive care exams for each case key information is highlighted through the use of
boxes to stimulate interest and facilitate learning learning points clinical tips evidence
base and expert commentary with new information on key trials clinical practise and
evidence based research this book is also an invaluable resource for experienced
critical care clinicians looking for a concise update on a wide range of challenging
topics in the field in addition it is of high value to senior icu nurses allied health
professionals and anyone with an interest in intensive care medicine challenging cases
in palliative care is unique as it uses examples of real world cases from palliative care
practices it also includes expert commentary to support modern clinicians in
managing the messiness of clinical care as well as the increasingly complex needs of
patients today cast size medium the whitlams wasn t just a love story it was a
dynamic and enduring partnership that shaped our nation this is the compelling story
of former prime minister gough whitlam his wife margaret and their 70 year
relationship personal and political private and public it is a story of how two
extraordinary people side by side led the australian nation into an exciting and
turbulent new era gough had no small talk margaret had the gift of easy conversation
he was often ill at ease in company and preferred his books she was warm inclusive
and jollied him along he had a vicious tongue and a quick temper she always tried to
see the best in people he knew everything about the ideology history and heroes of
the labor movement she trusted her instincts they saw each other as equals and never
hesitated to express their different viewpoints he may have passed the laws that
changed the nation but she made it possible this is a story of love respect struggle
success failure disappointment and resilience it was the strength and endurance of this
remarkable relationship that helped change our nation politically culturally and
socially neither gough nor margaret would have developed into what each became
without the influence of the other through every major political change every
election campaign every triumph and every loss they stood together margaret and
gough takes us inside a partnership where the political was always personal and the
personal was always political mitchell succeeds in weaving together their lives
against a backdrop of gough s political career a fine dual biography the australian this
sweeping slightly idealised overview of their love with a bit of political history
thrown into the mix is a lesson in commitment daily telegraph read about gough the
man who read romantic poems from keats and shelley to his new wife margaret on
their honeymoon in 1942 sunday territorian gritty crime fiction filled with dark irish
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wit from eoin colfer james o born laura lippman and many more the irish master of
noir ken bruen and an all star lineup of award winning authors from both sides of the
atlantic shine a light on the dark streets of dublin in this collection of short fiction
dublin noir introduces secret corners of a fascinating city and surprise assaults on the
celtic tiger of modern irish prosperity it explores how the irish see themselves and
how outsiders see them and provides evidence that their storied literary reputation
extends into the realm of mystery and crime writing brand new stories by ken bruen
eoin colfer jason starr laura lippman olen steinhauer peter spiegelman kevin wignall
jim fusilli john rickards patrick j lambe charlie stella ray banks james o born sarah
weinman pat mullan gary phillips craig mcdonald duane swierczynski and reed farrel
coleman to the extent that she is popularly known katherine parr 1512 48 is the
woman who survived king henry viii as his sixth and last wife she merits far greater
recognition however on several other fronts fluent in french italian and latin parr also
began out of necessity to learn spanish when she ascended to the throne in 1543 as
henry s wife and queen of england she was a noted patron of the arts and music and
took a personal interest in the education of her stepchildren princesses mary and
elizabeth and prince edward above all parr commands interest for her literary labors
she was the first woman to publish under her own name in english in england for
this new edition janel mueller has assembled the four publications attributed to parr
psalms or prayers prayers or meditations the lamentation of a sinner and a compilation
of prayers and biblical excerpts written in her hand as well as her extensive
correspondence which is collected here for the first time mueller brings to this
volume a wealth of knowledge of sixteenth century english culture she marshals the
impeccable skills of a textual scholar in rendering parr s sixteenth century english for
modern readers and provides useful background on the circumstances of and
references in parr s letters and compositions given its scope and ambition katherine
parr complete works and correspondence will be an event for the english publishing
world and will make an immediate contribution to the fields of sixteenth century
literature reformation studies women s writing and tudor politics this illustrated a z
biographical companion presents information about all aspects of winston churchill s
remarkable career spotlighting the events and people with whom he was most
closely associated when winston churchill was still in his teens he was already a man
in a hurry partly due to his fear that like his father he would die young born into
aristocratic politics he sought glory through battle as a means to secure a position in
politics fame and money through the writing of books to promote their careers both
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he and his father made full use of their family connections and the allure of their
social life among the telling details revealed are that his mother jennie jerome lady
randolph was an american heiress and was his major adviser and reliable friend when
he was younger and that his wife clementine disliked and distrusted many of
winston s political cronies this a z biographical dictionary covers everything from his
grandiose spending trademark agar and whiskey sodas and silk underwear to his
mother s many marriages and affairs and his relationships with edward viii and
queen elizabeth ii despite an often unfair reputation as being less popular less
successful or less refined than their bona fide broadway counterparts off broadway
musicals deserve their share of critical acclaim and study a number of shows
originally staged off broadway have gone on to their own successful broadway runs
from the ever popular a chorus line and rent to more off beat productions like avenue
q and little shop of horrors and while it remains to be seen if other popular off
broadway shows like stomp blue man group and altar boyz will make it to the larger
broadway theaters their off broadway runs have been enormously successful in their
own right this book discusses more than 1 800 off broadway off off broadway showcase
and workshop musical productions it includes detailed descriptions of off broadway
musicals that closed in previews or in rehearsal selected musicals that opened in
brooklyn and in new jersey and american operas that opened in new york along with
general overviews of off broadway institutions such as the light opera of manhattan
the typical entry includes the name of the host theater or theaters the opening date
and number of performances the production s cast and creative team a list of songs a
brief plot synopsis and general comments and reviews from the new york critics
besides the individual entries the book also includes a preface a bibliography and 21
appendices including a discography filmography a list of published scripts and lists of
musicals categorized by topic and composer it has increasingly been recognised that
rural and urban areas are inextricably interlinked this book adopts a fresh approach to
the issue of rural urban dynamics through a study of the changing nature of
livelihoods mobility and markets in ten study sites across four countries of africa and
asia building on detailed fieldwork conducted in ghana tanzania vietnam and thailand
the authors explore how settlements and livelihoods are being transformed as long
term inhabitants and recent migrants embrace new economic activities many of
which are linked to global markets the book is structured around the concept of
frontier which is conceptualized as being a dynamic space where the forces of
economic demographic and social change are brought to bear the study sites include
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agricultural frontiers coffee cocoa pineapples and fresh fruit handicraft and
manufacturing frontiers and mining frontiers gold and diamonds in all of the cases
global value chain dynamics have played a pivotal role in shaping local livelihoods
some settlements are developing into new urban centres whilst others are suffering
from a boom and bust experience due to the unreliability of export markets the
similarities and differences between the frontier settlements are drawn out by
comparing frontiers of similar types and by highlighting the theoretical and policy
implications of the findings from all the frontier types the originality of the book lies
in its combination of conceptual clarity methodological coherence and empirical
richness by combining detailed empirical findings with theoretical insight from
debates on livelihoods global value chains mobility patterns settlement dynamics and
rural urban relations the book sheds new light on these issues within an overall
framework of development trajectories in africa and asia given scholars and
international agencies current interest in the spatial dimensions of economic
development this contribution is particularly timely with its fresh geographical
approach to development issues this book is a pertinent and authoritative read for
anyone researching or learning in the field of development brought about by the staff
of chunklet magazine a paragon of satire for the holy cows of underground music and
culture since the early 90s chunklet has mercilessly lampooned the music industry
and is one of the most beloved reads for the hippest bands and music aficionados the
highly graphic style combines the work of political cartoonist ted rall with many
talented young artists from the cartoon network previously published as leonard
maltin s 2015 movie guide this capstone edition includes a new introduction by the
author note no new reviews have been added to this edition now that streaming
services like netflix and hulu can deliver thousands of movies at the touch of a button
the only question is what should i watch summer blockbusters and independent
sleepers the masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder and martin scorsese the
timeless comedy of the marx brothers and woody allen animated classics from walt
disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this capstone edition covers the
modern era while including all the great older films you can t afford to miss and those
you can from box office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs
listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential information you could ask for
with nearly 16 000 entries and more than 13 000 dvd listings leonard maltin s movie
guide remains head and shoulders above the rest the new york times also included
are a list of mail order and online sources for buying and renting dvds and videos
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official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 and leonard s list of recommended
films the development of our ancestors is traced by fossil evidence of various ancestral
groups in a survey that expands from man s earliest beginnings through the
emergence of modern humans why do you feel sad when you hear a certain tune
what triggers a laugh can you literally be scared speechless human emotions are
complex and scientists are still trying to figure out some of the mysteries behind them
learn what they have discovered so far about what emotions are where they begin
and the effect they have on our lives book jacket founded as the main church of the
knights templar in england at their new temple in london the temple church is
historically and architecturally one of the most important medieval buildings in
england its round nave modelled on the holy sepulchre in jerusalem is
extraordinarily ambitious combining lavish romanesque sculpture with some of the
earliest gothic architectural features in any english building of its period it holds one
of the most famous series of medieval effigies in the country the luminous thirteenth
century choir intended for the burial of henry iii is of exceptional beauty major
developments in the post medieval period include the reordering of the church in the
1680s by sir christopher wren and a substantial restoration programme in the early
1840s despite its extraordinary importance however it has until now attracted little
scholarly or critical attention a gap which is remedied by this volume it considers the
new temple as a whole in the middle ages and all aspects of the church itself from its
foundation in the twelfth century to its war time damage in the twentieth richly
illustrated with numerous black and white and colour plates it makes full use of the
exceptional range and quality of the antiquarian material available for study including
drawings photographs and plaster casts contributors robin griffith jones virginia jansen
philip lankester helen nicholson david park rosemary sweet william whyte
christopher wilson
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Fighting and Writing

2021-02-08

in fighting and writing luise white brings the force of her historical insight to bear on
the many war memoirs published by white soldiers who fought for rhodesia during
the 1964 1979 zimbabwean liberation struggle in the memoirs of white soldiers
fighting to defend white minority rule in africa long after other countries were
independent white finds a robust and contentious conversation about race difference
and the war itself these are writings by men who were ambivalent conscripts
generally aware of the futility of their fight not brutal pawns flawlessly executing
the orders and parroting the rhetoric of a racist regime moreover most of these men
insisted that the most important aspects of fighting a guerrilla war tracking and
hunting knowledge of the land and of the ways of african society were learned from
black playmates in idealized rural childhoods in these memoirs african guerrillas
never lost their association with the wild even as white soldiers boasted of bringing
africans into the intimate spaces of regiment and regime

A Performance Cosmology

2013-03-07

exploring thirty years of work by the centre for performance research cpr a
performance cosmology explores the future challenges of performance and theatre
through a diverse and fascinating series of interviews testimonies and perspectives
from leading international theatre practitioners and academics contributors include
philip auslander rustom bharucha tim etchells jane goodall guillermo gomez pena jon
mckenzie claire macdonald susan melrose alphonso lingis richard schechner rebecca
schneider edward scheer and freddie rokem a performance cosmology is structured as
a travelogue through a matrix of strategic imaginary interdisciplinary field stations
this innovative framework enables readings which disrupt linearity and afford
different forms of thematic engagement the resulting volume opens entirely new
vistas on the old new and as yet unimagined worlds of performance
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Challenging Concepts in Critical Care

2020-02-03

a case based guide with expert commentary challenging concepts in critical care
shows how the experts approach and deal with real life clinical scenarios each chapter
presents a clinically challenging case complete with a case history evidence based tips
and up to date learning points to give further insight into the field each chapter has
commentary from an expert who identifies and explains the key points and
controversies of the case practical yet rich in detail challenging concepts in critical
care is a key title for anyone preparing for intensive care exams for each case key
information is highlighted through the use of boxes to stimulate interest and facilitate
learning learning points clinical tips evidence base and expert commentary with new
information on key trials clinical practise and evidence based research this book is also
an invaluable resource for experienced critical care clinicians looking for a concise
update on a wide range of challenging topics in the field in addition it is of high value
to senior icu nurses allied health professionals and anyone with an interest in
intensive care medicine

World Mapping Today

2011-12-22

challenging cases in palliative care is unique as it uses examples of real world cases
from palliative care practices it also includes expert commentary to support modern
clinicians in managing the messiness of clinical care as well as the increasingly
complex needs of patients today

Challenging Cases in Palliative Care

2024-05-02

cast size medium
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Angel Baby

1996

the whitlams wasn t just a love story it was a dynamic and enduring partnership that
shaped our nation this is the compelling story of former prime minister gough
whitlam his wife margaret and their 70 year relationship personal and political
private and public it is a story of how two extraordinary people side by side led the
australian nation into an exciting and turbulent new era gough had no small talk
margaret had the gift of easy conversation he was often ill at ease in company and
preferred his books she was warm inclusive and jollied him along he had a vicious
tongue and a quick temper she always tried to see the best in people he knew
everything about the ideology history and heroes of the labor movement she trusted
her instincts they saw each other as equals and never hesitated to express their
different viewpoints he may have passed the laws that changed the nation but she
made it possible this is a story of love respect struggle success failure disappointment
and resilience it was the strength and endurance of this remarkable relationship that
helped change our nation politically culturally and socially neither gough nor
margaret would have developed into what each became without the influence of the
other through every major political change every election campaign every triumph
and every loss they stood together margaret and gough takes us inside a partnership
where the political was always personal and the personal was always political mitchell
succeeds in weaving together their lives against a backdrop of gough s political career
a fine dual biography the australian this sweeping slightly idealised overview of their
love with a bit of political history thrown into the mix is a lesson in commitment
daily telegraph read about gough the man who read romantic poems from keats and
shelley to his new wife margaret on their honeymoon in 1942 sunday territorian

Defoe, Daniel (1661?-1731)

1888

gritty crime fiction filled with dark irish wit from eoin colfer james o born laura
lippman and many more the irish master of noir ken bruen and an all star lineup of
award winning authors from both sides of the atlantic shine a light on the dark streets
of dublin in this collection of short fiction dublin noir introduces secret corners of a
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fascinating city and surprise assaults on the celtic tiger of modern irish prosperity it
explores how the irish see themselves and how outsiders see them and provides
evidence that their storied literary reputation extends into the realm of mystery and
crime writing brand new stories by ken bruen eoin colfer jason starr laura lippman
olen steinhauer peter spiegelman kevin wignall jim fusilli john rickards patrick j
lambe charlie stella ray banks james o born sarah weinman pat mullan gary phillips
craig mcdonald duane swierczynski and reed farrel coleman

Margaret & Gough

2014-10-21

to the extent that she is popularly known katherine parr 1512 48 is the woman who
survived king henry viii as his sixth and last wife she merits far greater recognition
however on several other fronts fluent in french italian and latin parr also began out
of necessity to learn spanish when she ascended to the throne in 1543 as henry s wife
and queen of england she was a noted patron of the arts and music and took a personal
interest in the education of her stepchildren princesses mary and elizabeth and prince
edward above all parr commands interest for her literary labors she was the first
woman to publish under her own name in english in england for this new edition
janel mueller has assembled the four publications attributed to parr psalms or prayers
prayers or meditations the lamentation of a sinner and a compilation of prayers and
biblical excerpts written in her hand as well as her extensive correspondence which
is collected here for the first time mueller brings to this volume a wealth of
knowledge of sixteenth century english culture she marshals the impeccable skills of
a textual scholar in rendering parr s sixteenth century english for modern readers and
provides useful background on the circumstances of and references in parr s letters
and compositions given its scope and ambition katherine parr complete works and
correspondence will be an event for the english publishing world and will make an
immediate contribution to the fields of sixteenth century literature reformation
studies women s writing and tudor politics

Dictionary of National Biography

1888
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this illustrated a z biographical companion presents information about all aspects of
winston churchill s remarkable career spotlighting the events and people with whom
he was most closely associated when winston churchill was still in his teens he was
already a man in a hurry partly due to his fear that like his father he would die
young born into aristocratic politics he sought glory through battle as a means to
secure a position in politics fame and money through the writing of books to promote
their careers both he and his father made full use of their family connections and the
allure of their social life among the telling details revealed are that his mother jennie
jerome lady randolph was an american heiress and was his major adviser and reliable
friend when he was younger and that his wife clementine disliked and distrusted
many of winston s political cronies this a z biographical dictionary covers everything
from his grandiose spending trademark agar and whiskey sodas and silk underwear to
his mother s many marriages and affairs and his relationships with edward viii and
queen elizabeth ii

Dublin Noir

2006-03-01

despite an often unfair reputation as being less popular less successful or less refined
than their bona fide broadway counterparts off broadway musicals deserve their share
of critical acclaim and study a number of shows originally staged off broadway have
gone on to their own successful broadway runs from the ever popular a chorus line
and rent to more off beat productions like avenue q and little shop of horrors and
while it remains to be seen if other popular off broadway shows like stomp blue man
group and altar boyz will make it to the larger broadway theaters their off broadway
runs have been enormously successful in their own right this book discusses more
than 1 800 off broadway off off broadway showcase and workshop musical productions
it includes detailed descriptions of off broadway musicals that closed in previews or in
rehearsal selected musicals that opened in brooklyn and in new jersey and american
operas that opened in new york along with general overviews of off broadway
institutions such as the light opera of manhattan the typical entry includes the name
of the host theater or theaters the opening date and number of performances the
production s cast and creative team a list of songs a brief plot synopsis and general
comments and reviews from the new york critics besides the individual entries the
book also includes a preface a bibliography and 21 appendices including a discography
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filmography a list of published scripts and lists of musicals categorized by topic and
composer

Dictionary of National Biography

1888

it has increasingly been recognised that rural and urban areas are inextricably
interlinked this book adopts a fresh approach to the issue of rural urban dynamics
through a study of the changing nature of livelihoods mobility and markets in ten
study sites across four countries of africa and asia building on detailed fieldwork
conducted in ghana tanzania vietnam and thailand the authors explore how
settlements and livelihoods are being transformed as long term inhabitants and recent
migrants embrace new economic activities many of which are linked to global
markets the book is structured around the concept of frontier which is conceptualized
as being a dynamic space where the forces of economic demographic and social change
are brought to bear the study sites include agricultural frontiers coffee cocoa
pineapples and fresh fruit handicraft and manufacturing frontiers and mining
frontiers gold and diamonds in all of the cases global value chain dynamics have
played a pivotal role in shaping local livelihoods some settlements are developing into
new urban centres whilst others are suffering from a boom and bust experience due
to the unreliability of export markets the similarities and differences between the
frontier settlements are drawn out by comparing frontiers of similar types and by
highlighting the theoretical and policy implications of the findings from all the
frontier types the originality of the book lies in its combination of conceptual clarity
methodological coherence and empirical richness by combining detailed empirical
findings with theoretical insight from debates on livelihoods global value chains
mobility patterns settlement dynamics and rural urban relations the book sheds new
light on these issues within an overall framework of development trajectories in
africa and asia given scholars and international agencies current interest in the spatial
dimensions of economic development this contribution is particularly timely with its
fresh geographical approach to development issues this book is a pertinent and
authoritative read for anyone researching or learning in the field of development
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The Spectator

1940

brought about by the staff of chunklet magazine a paragon of satire for the holy cows
of underground music and culture since the early 90s chunklet has mercilessly
lampooned the music industry and is one of the most beloved reads for the hippest
bands and music aficionados the highly graphic style combines the work of political
cartoonist ted rall with many talented young artists from the cartoon network

Autobiography and Personal Recollections of John B.
Gough

1870

previously published as leonard maltin s 2015 movie guide this capstone edition
includes a new introduction by the author note no new reviews have been added to
this edition now that streaming services like netflix and hulu can deliver thousands of
movies at the touch of a button the only question is what should i watch summer
blockbusters and independent sleepers the masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy
wilder and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and woody
allen animated classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made
this capstone edition covers the modern era while including all the great older films
you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to
forgotten gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the
essential information you could ask for with nearly 16 000 entries and more than 13
000 dvd listings leonard maltin s movie guide remains head and shoulders above the
rest the new york times also included are a list of mail order and online sources for
buying and renting dvds and videos official motion picture code ratings from g to nc
17 and leonard s list of recommended films

Katherine Parr

2011-06-30

the development of our ancestors is traced by fossil evidence of various ancestral
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groups in a survey that expands from man s earliest beginnings through the
emergence of modern humans

Autobiography and Personal Recollections of J. B. Gough
... Illustrated by G. Cruikshank and others

1869

why do you feel sad when you hear a certain tune what triggers a laugh can you
literally be scared speechless human emotions are complex and scientists are still
trying to figure out some of the mysteries behind them learn what they have
discovered so far about what emotions are where they begin and the effect they have
on our lives book jacket

The Eastern Underwriter

1959

founded as the main church of the knights templar in england at their new temple in
london the temple church is historically and architecturally one of the most important
medieval buildings in england its round nave modelled on the holy sepulchre in
jerusalem is extraordinarily ambitious combining lavish romanesque sculpture with
some of the earliest gothic architectural features in any english building of its period it
holds one of the most famous series of medieval effigies in the country the luminous
thirteenth century choir intended for the burial of henry iii is of exceptional beauty
major developments in the post medieval period include the reordering of the church
in the 1680s by sir christopher wren and a substantial restoration programme in the
early 1840s despite its extraordinary importance however it has until now attracted
little scholarly or critical attention a gap which is remedied by this volume it
considers the new temple as a whole in the middle ages and all aspects of the church
itself from its foundation in the twelfth century to its war time damage in the
twentieth richly illustrated with numerous black and white and colour plates it
makes full use of the exceptional range and quality of the antiquarian material
available for study including drawings photographs and plaster casts contributors robin
griffith jones virginia jansen philip lankester helen nicholson david park rosemary
sweet william whyte christopher wilson
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Winston Churchill

2002-10-04

Off Broadway Musicals, 1910-2007

2010-03-10

The Insurance Field

1944

Haydn's Universal Index of Biography from the Creation
to the Present Time ...

1868

Monthly Journal of Insurance Economics

1929

The Horticulturist

2001

The Educational Times

1874
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Rural-Urban Dynamics

2009-09-11

The Weekly Underwriter

1959

Press, Radio & TV Guide, Australia, New Zealand, and
the Pacific Islands

1998

Press, Radio and TV Guide: Australia, New Zealand and
the Pacific Islands

1989

The Overrated Book

2006

Bulletin of the Natural History Museum

2000

Queensland Naturalist

1998
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Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide

2017-11-28

American Bookseller

1991

Human Evolution

1989-09-29

The Athenaeum

1853

Science of Emotions

2011

The National Underwriter

1941

The Athenæum

1853
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The Temple Church in London

2010

Dictionary of National Biography: Damon- D'Eyncourt

1888

The Literary Panorama and National Register

1814
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